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“Fine Books Since 1969”

Broadfoot
P U B L I S H I N G C O M P A N Y
1907 Buena Vista Circle, Wilmington, NC  28411-7892 (910)686-4816 (910)686-9591   Fax: (910)686-4452

Visit our website:   www.broadfootpublishing.com    e-mail: bpc@ec.rr.com
9/2019

BOOKS–BOOKS–BOOKS
and MORE Books

Broadfoot’s
Book Store

6624 Robertson Pond Road
Wendell, NC

Near a show and selling
your collection?  Let us

know and we’ll arrange
pick up during the show

weekend.

Buying one of our large
sets? If you live near one
of the Civil War shows we
will be attending, we’ll be
glad to deliver it to you
at a show and save you

postage and the wear and
tear of mailing.

Thinking of Having a
Book Printed? Visit our
website or request our
brochure about printing

to answer your questions.

   Schedule your  book
collection pick-up now.

Selling Your
Collection?

CALL TOM
910-686-4816

September 2019 NEWSLETTER 504

Wilmington
Office

REGULAR  HOURS
(OFF ON FRIDAYS)

Open Mon. – Thurs.
8:30 to 5

STORE SALE – September 21 – 10 to 2
Another 1,000 books from the best collection we’ve offered –
condition-wise.  You’ve really appreciated these books in the
June and July Store Sales.  There are more!!

Also offering a very large selection of 1/2 price books.
Come and stay for lunch.

Thinking of SELLING Your COLLECTION?
Give us a call.  We’ve purchased over 500 collections in the past 50 years.
If we buy your collection, we come to your location, pack the books and transport them
to our office.
Give Tom a call.  910-686-4816.  Always FREE advice.
PS  Better sooner than later; we won’t be buying books forever.

Thank you for your calls and concerns during Hurricane Dorian.
We experienced enough storm to know we had one, had way too many tornado
warnings, and appeared unscathed when it was gone in a day.  We are thankful.

Call JEAN
Call 919-365-6963

Open Wed. & Fri.
9 to 3

SEPTEMBER 2019  NEWSLETTER 504
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Selling Your Collection?  We BUY Books
With over 50 years of experience in buying and selling out-of-print and rare Civil War material, we have the

knowledge and ability to handle any size collection expeditiously and competently.  We wrote the Price Guide for Civil
War Books, now in its 5th edition, have issued over 500 catalogues, and are able to realize high prices for Civil War
material.  So . . . if you will be selling your collection, or if someone else will be selling your collection, keep us in mind.

• Broadfoot’s:  Over 50 years of selling Civil War books full time—more than 500 catalogs.  We have sold many of
the better collections offered in recent years including: Richard Harwell, Bell Wiley, Bob White, Lee Wallace, Cary
Close, Robert Sommerfield, The Late Unpleasantness.  In addition to individual collections, we have purchased the
Civil War stock of D. A. Bulen, Lost Generation Bookshop, Gitmans, McCowat Mercer, Continental Book Company,
Morningside, etc.  With Broadfoot’s, you’re in good company.  References provided—better yet, ask around.

• No shipping or packing. Our competent people will pack your books, load them, and move them from your door to
our store in our vehicle.  Your books are in good hands all the way.

• No need to make a listing of the material.  A complete listing of the collection is made listing each item valued at
$100+ individually with a description and price.  We don’t buy on consignment—we purchase outright.  If and when
the books sell is our concern, not yours.

• At no charge to you, we will clean your books as needed, make repairs as needed, fit the better books with acid-
free mylar dust jackets and place pamphlets and fragile material in protective folding slipcases. These extras
insure that your titles are protected and preserved, plus add substantial value to your collection at no cost to you.

• We can handle any size collection, though the average purchase is in the $15,000-$75,000 range.  Most people,
even veteran collectors, are surprised at the high value of their collections.  Invariably a collection of quality books
purchased five or more years ago realizes more to the seller or his estate than the original purchase price of the
books.  Quite a few Civil War collectors have advance purchase agreements with us.  If you have a large collection
which will someday be sold, we’d like to hear from you.

GIVE US A CALL and we’ll send you our free 20-page booklet entitled
“Your Collection of Civil War Books/Manuscripts. Selling, Auctioning, Gifting? Someday?”

Call Tom – 910-686-4816

6624 ROBERTSON POND ROAD  •  WENDELL,
NC  27591

—  15 miles east of Raleigh, NC —

Everyone who stops by says it’s a most worthwhile place to visit
(and they keep coming back).

BROADFOOT’S BOOK STORE

– NEXT  STORE SALE  10 - 2 on Saturday, Sept. 21 –

Call JEAN
Call 919-365-6963

Open Wed. & Fri.
9 to 3
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Broadfoot’s    910-686-4816  or  910-686-9591
bpc@ec.rr.com

How to Search this Newsletter:
    To find a particular word, author, etc. here’s how to search this newsletter.  Use Control key

plus “f.”  A search box will appear on your screen, probably in the upper right. Type in your
word and hit enter.  This should take you to the first time the word appears.  Click “Next” to
search for additional times the word appears.

WENDELL HOURS:  Summer Hours (may be irregular)
Open Wed. & Fri.  9 - 3

Call Jean, the Wendell Store manager, 919-365-6963

WILMINGTON HOURS:  8:30–5:00,  Monday–Thursday,
OFF on Fridays in Wilmington

910-686-4816   or   910-686-9591

OUR HOURS

NEXT  Store Sale  Saturday, September 21
More books from the June-July Books Store sale collection will be available Sept. 21.
GREAT condition. There’s more...
Half-price out-of-print books.
Stay for lunch.
See you there.

NEED A BOOK PRINTED?
Get a quote from us plus free advice.  We’ve printed over a thousand
books in the last 50 years and will be glad to help.

NEED ADDITIONAL PICTURES?
Yes, we can take additional pictures.  Just let us know what you need to see.  If you need to see a signature, a
closer look at a presentation inscription, a larger and clearer picture of the spine, a particular map or picture,
we will do it for you.
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1. Any title returnable for any reason (within 7 days please).  Please call us if you will be returning a book so we can make it available
to others.

2. Same-day shipment most orders.
3. We accept checks, money orders, MasterCard, Visa and Discover; payable in U.S. dollars.
4. Phone orders encouraged.  Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST, Monday - Thursday.  Fax or e-mail anytime. Fridays we’re off.
5. FREE shipping.   All books carefully packaged and sent UPS unless otherwise requested. All UPS shipments are insured and

receipted; please provide a street address and note whether delivery address is commercial or residential.
6. North Carolina customers please add 7% sales tax.
7. Foreign orders:  International Postage extra.
8. All books protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket or sleeve.
9. If you need terms - just ask, we’re easy.

Rare and Out-of-Print Civil War Books

Out of Print & Rare Books Newsletter 502
1. Anderson, John    THE FIFTY-SEVENTH REGIMENT OF MASSACHUSETTS VOLUN-

TEERS.  Boston, MA 1896.  512 pages.  Dornbusch I, MA-416. 57th Massachusetts Infantry. Fox’s
Fighting 300.  First edition, interior tight, lower margin faintly water stained, inscribed by a member of
the 57th, “In the Spring of 1864 I enlisted with my father’s consent into the 57th Mass Vols company K
sharpshooters and went into camp at Worcester Mass and was soon taken with the measles & was put
into the Hospital having taken cold I lost my voice, hence was not sworn in.  On April 18th the regiment
left for the front in Va, & I was left in the Hospital.  N. [A?] W. Harris.”  “To Norman Wadsworth Harris
My beloved Grandson N. [A?]W. Harris,” gold stamping bright.  Seldom found in good condition.
Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

2. Aubery, James M.    THE 36TH WISCONSIN VOLUNTEER INFANTRY.  Milwaukee
1900.  430 pages.  Dornbusch WI-191.  Fox’s Fighting 300.  An authentic record of the Regiment from
its organization to its muster out.  A complete roster of its officer and men with their record.  A full list of
casualties, in detail, dates and places.  Its itinerary from place of muster to muster out.  Maps showing
its movements; a copy of every official paper in the War Department pertaining to the Regiment, and
others pertaining indirectly to the command.  Illustrations of events, biography, etc., statistics.  “A
classic example.”  Nevins.  First edition, interior clean and tight, scuffed, corners bumped.  Protected
by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $750.00

3. Bache, Richard Meade   LIFE OF GENERAL GEORGE GORDON MEADE COM-
MANDER OF THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.  Philadelphia 1897.  596 pages, illustrations
and maps.  First edition, interior clean and tight, scuffed.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket. $125.00

4. Barrett, J. O.    THE SOLDIER BIRD.  “OLD ABE:” THE LIVE WAR-EAGLE OF WIS-
CONSIN, THAT SERVED A THREE YEARS’ CAMPAIGN IN THE GREAT REBELLION.
Madison, Wis. 1876.  128 pages.  Frontis of “Old Abe”.  Interior clean and tight, endpapers speckled,
extremities rubbed, minor speckling to board.   Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$100.00

5. Bates, Ralph O. (Billy)    BILLY AND DICK.  FROM ANDERSONVILLE PRISON TO
THE WHITE HOUSE.  Santa Cruz, CA 1910.  99 pages.  First edition.  Interior tight and clean,
illustrated, hardback edition with illustrated front boards.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket. $100.00

Broadfoot Publishing Company    910-686-4816   or   bpc@ec.rr.com

SOLD

SOLD
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6. Borcke, Heros von    MEMOIRS OF THE CONFEDERATE WAR FOR INDEPENDENCE.
2 volumes.  New York 1938.  In Tall Cotton #12. Folding map tipped into book at rear of Volume II.
“The personal, full, and highly revealing recollections by a Prussian officer who served with ‘Jeb’ Stuart
are a mandatory source for any study of Confederate cavalry.” – Civil War Books. Interiors clean and
tight, boards faded. Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jackets. $100.00

7. Brinton, John H.    PERSONAL MEMOIRS OF JOHN H. BRINTON.  New York, NY 1914.
361 pages.  Frontis.  Dornbusch II, UB-1867.  Neale Publishing Co.  Krick #54.  The doctor was on
friendly, almost intimate, terms with Grant and was also well acquainted with Sheridan, Rosecrans,
McPherson and Halleck.  He had occasion to see Lincoln while he was in Washington.  Brinton’s
narrative of his experiences is generally very carefully accurate.  His record of visits to the battlefields of
Second Manassas, Sharpsburg, Gettysburg and Fredericksburg provides a valuable insight into the
care of wounded in each case.  He faithfully recorded impressions of all that he experienced.  Stops on
his travels included the Shenandoah Valley, Louisville, St. Louis, Nashville, Cairo, Mound City, Forts
Henry and Donelson and the Battle of Belmont.  The sum total is one of the very best memoirs written
by a Federal officer.  First edition, a tight bright copy.   Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$300.00

8. Britton, Wiley    THE UNION INDIAN BRIGADE IN THE CIVIL WAR.  Kansas City,
Missouri 1922.  474 pages, frontis and full page plates on coated stock.  “A popularly written history of
Indian soldiers and military events during the 1861-1864 campaigns in Missouri and Arkansas”.-Nevins
First edition, a clean tight bright copy, attractively rebound.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket. $100.00

9. Brooks, U. R., edited by    STORIES OF THE CONFEDERACY.  Columbia, SC 1912.  410
pages.  A quality publication with 13 full page illustrations on coated stock.  “A collection of minutiae on
a variety of subjects, mostly with South Carolina origin.” – Civil War Books.  Dornbusch III-413.  First
edition, interior clean and tight, upper corner of 1, of 2, front flyleaves clipped, gold stamping bright.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

10. BY-LAWS AND ROSTER OF GENERAL GEORGE A. CUSTER POST NO. 40.  GRAND
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC, DEPARTMENT OF ILLINOIS.  1892.  Chicago n.d.  96 pages.
First edition, a clean tight bright copy, pictorial cover with gold engraving of Custer sporting a red tie.
Our first copy in 51 years.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.$100.00

11. Cannon, Le Grand B.    PERSONAL REMINISCENCES OF THE REBELLION 1861-
1866.  New York 1895.  228 pages.  Illustrated.  First edition, a clean tight copy, a few small cover
scratches, signed dated presentation from the author to his niece.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar
dust jacket. $150.00

12. Clark, Charles.    HISTORY OF THE THIRTY-NINTH ILLINOIS VOLUNTEER VET-
ERAN INFANTRY IN THE WAR OF THE REBELLION 1861-1865.  Chicago, IL 1889.  554
pages.  Dornbusch I, IL-185.  Fox’s Fighting 300.  Frontis, illustrated, maps.  Department of Virginia,
Department of North Carolina, Department of the South.  “A good study, based on the accounts of
several soldiers, and not too encumbered by dramatics.”-Nevins.  First edition, interior tight, outer
edges of pages soiled, rear hinge has a small mended split, boards scuffed, faded, with a few water
spots.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

FREE Shipping
Terms Available –Just ask!

SOLD
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13. Cooper, Alonzo    IN AND OUT OF REBEL PRISONS.  Oswego, NY 1888.  335 pages.
Dornbusch I, NY-144.  12th New York Cavalry.  Frontis, illustrated.  Cooper was captured at the
Battle of Plymouth.  First edition, interior clean and tight, upper corner of front fly clipped, tips of spine
frayed.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

14. Corby, William    MEMOIRS OF CHAPLAIN LIFE.  Notre Dame 1894.  391 pages.  Dornbusch
I, NY-431.  88th New York Infantry.  Corby is memorialized in bronze at both Gettysburg and on the
Notre Dame campus – where he is known locally, because an arm is raised, as “Fair Catch Corby.”
First edition, interior tight and clean, boards slightly soiled.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar jacket.

$175.00

15. Craft, David    HISTORY OF THE 141ST REGIMENT PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS
1862-1865.  Towanda, PA 1885.  270 pages.  Dornbusch I, PA-332. 141st Pennsylvania Infantry.
One of Fox’s Fighting 300. Union Bookshelf 189. “Though comparatively small in size, this regimental
history contains several small reminiscences of soldiers and is a reliable, highly personal chronicle of the
unit’s actions in the East.” – Civil War Books. Steel engraved frontis. Full-page illustrations–mostly
portraits of officers. First edition, interior clean and tight, front hinge crudely mended with paper tape,
rear hinge tightened, boards soiled, extremities rubbed.  Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$125.00

16. Cunningham, John L.    THREE YEARS WITH THE ADIRONDACK REGIMENT 118TH
N. Y. VOLUNTEERS INFANTRY.  Norwood, MA 1920.  286 pages.  Dornbusch I, NY-486.  The
118th NY Volunteer Infantry served in the Department of Virginia and North Carolina.  Illustrated,
roster.  First edition, interior clean and tight, cover faded per usual.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar
dust jacket. $125.00

17. Cutchins, Colonel John A.    A FAMOUS COMMAND.  The Richmond Light Infantry Blues.
Richmond 1934.  399 pages.  First edition, a crisp copy in a chipped and wrinkled dust jacket.  Pro-
tected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

18. Davis, Charles E    THREE YEARS IN THE ARMY.  THE STORY OF THE THIRTEENTH
MASSACHUSETTS VOLUNTEERS FROM JULY 16, 1861 TO AUGUST 1, 1864.  Boston,
MA 1894.  xxxv, 476 pages.  Dornbusch I, MA-192. 17 full page maps, coated stock a quality publi-
cation, battles of South Mountain, Manassas, Antietam, Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, Mine Run, Wil-
derness, Spottsylvania.  First edition, interior tight, pages and front board faintly water stained.  Pro-
tected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

19. Davis, William W. H.    HISTORY OF THE 104TH PENNSYLVANIA REGIMENT, From
August 22nd, 1861, to September 30th, 1864.  Philadelphia, PA 1866.  vii, [9]-364 pages.  Dornbusch
I, PA-263. 104th Pennsylvania Infantry. Union Bookshelf 190. Frontis of General Naglee, plus 5 full
page illustrations. Roster. “Col. Davis entered the Civil War with the intention of writing his unit’s history,
and the resulting study is a highly reliable commentary on the Peninsular and Carolina coastal cam-
paigns.” – Civil War Books.  Department of North Carolina, Department of the South.  First edition,
interior tight, water stains, from the library of “Major Gen. Winfield B. Hancock” with his bookplate and
small sticker whereon Hancock has noted this title as “No. 34” in his library.  Protected by a clear acid-
free mylar dust jacket. $300.00

20. Dornblaser, Thomas Franklin    MY LIFE-STORY FOR YOUNG AND OLD.  n.p. 1930.  222
pages.  Frontis.  Dornblaster served with the 7th Pennsylvania Cavalry.  First edition, uncommon.  Our
first copy in many years.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$125.00

SOLD
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21. Dwight, Wilder    LIFE AND LETTERS OF ____ LIEUT. COL. SECOND MASS. INF. VOLS.
edited by Elizabeth A. Dwight.  Boston 1868.  VII, 349, (2) pages.  Dornbusch I, MA-90.  One of
Fox’s Fighting 300.  First edition, uncut, tight, a few cover speckles, upper spine chipped. Protected
by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $125.00

22. Eggleston, George Cary    A REBEL’S RECOLLECTIONS.  New York 1875.  260 pages.
Dornbusch II, VA-1181. 1st Virginia Cavalry.  In Tall Cotton #52. “A charming, highly literate series
of reminiscences by a young Confederate who obviously enjoyed his war experiences.” – Civil War
Books. “The enjoyable record of Confederate service by a young man who fought well and wrote well
and knew that the Civil War was the central experience of his generation.” – In Tall Cotton.  First
edition, interior clean and tight, ink signature on upper title page, recased, seldom found in good
condition.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $125.00

23. Fallows, The Rt. Rev. Samuel    LIBERTY AND UNION; A CYCLOPEDIA OF PATRIO-
TISM, EMBRACING THE BEST ORATORY, POETRY AND MUSIC RELATING TO
THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC, Together with a Vast Amount of Political, Historical, and
Miscellaneous Information, Statistics, Tables, Etc. Etc. Pertaining to the National and State
Governments, Especially Arranged as a Reference Book for Citizens of all Classes.  Chi-
cago, Ill. And Madison, Wis. 1885.  512 pages.  Illustrated.  First edition, interior clean and tight, ¾
leather, gold stamping, handsome.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$100.00

24. French, Samuel G.    TWO WARS:  AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF GEN. SAMUEL G. FRENCH.
Nashville 1901.  404 pages.  Coulter #176. Frontis of French plus 21 portraits and battle scenes.  10
maps and plans of battle in the Mexican and Confederate wars, a quality book printed on coated
stock. “The New Jersey born French became a Confederate general and used a diary for much of this
military memoir of service in the West.” – Civil War Books. At the beginning of the war French served
on the coast and later interior of North Carolina. Confederate flags in color on front board. First
edition, interior clean and tight, hinges tightened, boards soiled.  Protected by clear acid-free mylar
dust jacket. $150.00

25. Goodrich, Frank B.    THE TRIBUTE BOOK.  A RECORD OF THE MUNIFICENCE,
SELF-SACRIFICE AND PATRIOTISM OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE DURING THE
WAR FOR THE UNION.  New York 1865.  512 pages.  Illustrated.  First edition, bound in ornately
decorated full leather, much gold stamping, extremities slightly scuffed, small almost invisible sticker on
lower spine.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

26. Grigsby, Melvin    THE SMOKED YANK.  Chicago 1888.  251 pages. Illustrated.  Second
edition revised.  Reminiscences by a Colonel of the 3rd U.S. Cavalry.  Interior clean and tight, spine
slightly soiled, gold stamping bright.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$100.00

27. Hancock, Mrs. Winfield Scott    REMINISCENCES OF WINFIELD SCOTT HANCOCK.
By His Wife.  New York, NY 1887.  340 pages.  Dornbusch II, UB-2103.  Frontis is a steel
engraving of Hancock, 22 full page illustrations including a steel engraving of Mrs. Hancock. First
edition, interior clean and tight, bookplate removed from inside of front board, boards slightly soiled
and rubbed.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $200.00

SOLD

SOLD
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28. Hannaford, E.    THE STORY OF A REGIMENT:  A HISTORY OF THE CAMPAIGNS
AND ASSOCIATIONS IN THE FIELD OF THE SIXTH REGIMENT OHIO VOLUNTEER
INFANTRY.  Cincinnati 1868.  xvi, (17)-622 pages.  Dornbusch I, OH-110 B.  Privately printed,
map, roster.  First edition, interior tight, some foxing, upper spine frayed, extremities rubbed, boards
faded.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

29. Hood, John Bell    ADVANCE AND RETREAT: PERSONAL EXPERIENCES in the United
States and Confederate Armies.  New Orleans, LA 1880.  358 pages.  First Edition. Dornbusch II,
2797. In Tall Cotton #93. Howes H-622. Coulter 238.  2 steel engraved portraits of Hood, one of
which is the frontis, 4 maps, 1 folding and 3 full page, on coated paper. “The controversial, sometimes
bitter, memoirs of a maimed Confederate general.” – Civil War Books.  First edition, interior clean and
tight, excepting speckling to a few pages, paste downs removed from inside of covers, slightly soiled,
maps fine.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $300.00

30. INDIANA AT CHICKAMAUGA.  Indianapolis 1901.  318 pages.  Folding maps.  First edition,
interior clean and tight, folding maps fine, lower margins of pages & boards faintly water stained.
Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

31. INSTRUCTION FOR FIELD ARTILLERY.   Washington 1863.  229 pages, plus 89
plates.  Interior clean and tight, scuffed, lower spine frayed, upper spine chipped and stained,
inscribed.  “Martin J. Russell [?]  Army [?] HdQtrs 5th Brigade  1st Div. 8th Army Corps
New C-— [?], July 6th, 63.”  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$275.00

32. Johnston, William Preston    THE LIFE OF GEN. ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON, EM-
BRACING SERVICES IN THE ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES, THE REPUBLIC OF
TEXAS AND THE CONFEDERATE STATES.   New York 1878.  xviii, 755 pages.  Dornbusch
IV, 8923.  Howes J-175. Frontis bust of Johnston, 8 full-page steel or wood engravings, 5 text maps,
decorative gold spine stamping.  “An uncritical study by Johnston’s son (himself a Confederate soldier);
contains much quoted material.” – Civil War Books.  First edition, interior clean and tight, excepting
foxing to first few pages, tips of spine professionally taped in color matching spine, professionally re-
cased in original cloth binding, new endpapers, spine faded.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket. $100.00

33. Kautz, August V.    THE COMPANY CLERK.  SHOWING HOW AND WHEN TO MAKE
OUT ALL THE RETURNS, REPORTS, ROLLS, AND OTHER PAPERS, AND WHAT TO
DO WITH THEM.  Philadelphia, PA 1864.  142 pages.  Dornbusch IV, 11826.  Fold out tables.
General August V. Kautz (1828-1895), a native of Germany, earned considerable renown for his war
service, especially in cavalry raids and other operations around Richmond in 1864-65.  Interior clean
and tight, scuffed, signed “Alembert G. Williams 2nd Lieut 49th U.S.C. Infantry Vicksburg July 19
1868.”  Front fly also has Williams’ name stamp.  Williams served with the 49th U.S. Colored Troops.
The best copy we’ve offered in 51 years.  Protected by a clean acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$500.00

34. Kirk, Charles H., compiled by    HISTORY OF THE FIFTEENTH PENNSYLVANIA VOL-
UNTEER CAVALRY  WHICH WAS RECRUITED AND KNOWN AS THE ANDERSON
CAVALRY IN THE REBELLION OF 1861-1865.  Philadelphia, PA 1906.  785 pages.  Dornbusch
I, PA-90.  15th Pennsylvania Cavalry.  Frontis of Camp Alabama, illustrated with photographs consist-
ing of portraits, group portraits and scenes, folding map in rear pocket.  First edition, interior tight, faint
waterstains to lower blank margins and lower edge of boards front endpages toned, folding map fine,
spine speckled, gold stamping bright.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$150.00

910-686-4816  or  bpc@ec.rr.com

SOLD

SOLD
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35. Locke, William H.    THE STORY OF THE REGIMENT.  Philadelphia, PA 1868.  401 pages.
Dornbusch I, PA-114.  “An embellished history of the 11th Pennsylvania, but good on movements and
battles.”  Nevins I, p. 122.  First edition, interior clean and tight, ex-libris, MOLLUS with stamps, etc.,
boards faded and slightly speckled.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$150.00

36. Marshall, Albert O.    ARMY LIFE; FROM A SOLDIER’S JOURNAL.  Joliet, IL 1884.  410
pages.  Incidents, sketches and record of a Union soldier’s life, in camp and field; 1861-64. Dornbusch I,
IL-164. 33rd Illinois Infantry. First edition, interior clean and tight, outer page edges soiled, quite scuffed
and rubbed.  Uncommon.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

37. Mathes, J. Harvey    GENERAL FORREST.  New York 1902.  395 pages.  Frontis of Forrest.
First edition, interior clean and tight, boards lightly soiled.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$100.00

38. McAlexander, U. G.    HISTORY OF THE THIRTEENTH REGIMENT, UNITED STATES
INFANTRY, COMPILED FROM REGIMENTAL RECORDS AND OTHER SOURCES.  n.p.
1905.  328 pages.  Dornbusch II, RA-1670.  Frontis and Illustrations.  First edition, interior clean and
tight, boards faded with some water stains, presentation copy “To Maj. Gen. Lloyd Wheaton U.S.A. from
the Regiment.”  Wheaton has a part in this volume.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$200.00

39. MILITARY HISTORY AND REMINISCENCES OF THE THIRTEENTH (13TH) REGI-
MENT OF ILLINOIS VOLUNTEER INFANTRY IN THE CIVIL WAR IN THE UNITES
STATES, 1861-1865.  Chicago 1892.  viii, 672 pages.  Dornbusch I, IL-109.  Frontis and full page
illustrations on coated stock.  First edition, interior tight, lower page margins and lower cover faintly water
stained to front fly and first 2 pages frayed at edges, rubbed.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket. $150.00

40. Miller, James M., Compiler    HISTORY OF THE SIXTEENTH BATTERY OF OHIO VOLUN-
TEER LIGHT ARTILLERY U.S.A. FROM ENLISTMENT AUGUST 20, 1861, TO MUSTER
OUT AUGUST 2, 1865.  n.p. 1906.  xiv, 202 pages.  Full-page illustrations, printed on coated paper.
Dornbusch I, OH-25.  Interior clean and tight, boards have white paint spots, lots of spots, a new one for
us.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

41. Mosby, John S.    STUART’S CAVALRY IN THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN. New York
1908. 225 pages. Dornbusch II, VA-1293, 43rd Virginia Battalion Cavalry. Frontis of Stuart in uniform,
full-page portrait of Mosby, 1 folding map. “A spirited defense of Stuart’s role in the campaign, by a
prominent Confederate cavalryman.” – Civil War Books. First edition, interior clean and tight, scuffed
with a few scratches and nicks, folding map fine. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$150.00

42. Mosby, John S.    THE MEMOIRS OF COLONEL JOHN S. MOSBY.  Edited by Charles Wells
Russell.  Boston 1917.  414 pages.  Dornbusch II, VA-1286. 43rd Battalion Virginia Cavalry.  Howes M-
854. Frontis of Mosby in later life, 15 full page illustrations on coated stock, 1 folding map. “Written late in
life with the assistance of his brother-in-law; includes some of Mosby’s letters...” – Civil War Books. First
edition, interior clean and tight, spine sunned but still legible, “sunned” i.e., a skirt-around to calling a book
“faded,” withal above average, gold stamping on front board bright.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar
dust jacket. $200.00

We are actively buying collections.
Give Tom a call.  910-686-4816

SOLD

SOLD
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43. NARRATIVE OF PRIVATIONS AND SUFFERINGS OF UNITED STATES OFFICERS AND
SOLDIERS WHILE PRISONERS OF WAR IN THE HANDS OF THE REBEL AUTHORI-
TIES.  Boston 1864.  283 pages.  Wraps.  Four full page illustrations of emaciated Union prisoners. This
volume consists of graphic testimony by prisoners, eye-witnesses, and surgeons.  In addition, a good part
of the volume consists of the situation of Confederate soldiers in Union prisons. An inflammatory subject;
even today.  First edition, interior clean and tight, stamp of U.S. Sanitary Commission and bookplate of a
doctor who might have been a member of the Commission, tips of spine frayed.  Protected by a clear acid-
free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

44. Neal, W. A.    AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE MISSOURI ENGINEER AND THE
25TH INFANTRY REGIMENTS TOGETHER WITH A ROSTER OF BOTH REGIMENTS
AND THE LAST KNOWN ADDRESS OF ALL THAT COULD BE OBTAINED.  Chicago, IL
1889.  vii, [9]-305, xvii pages and16 page index.  Dornbusch II, MO (U)-663. Numerous full page
illustrations on coated stock.  “Very good for how engineers functioned during the Civil War.” – Nevins.
First edition, interior tight and clean, hinges tightened, scuffed, extremities rubbed.  Protected by clear
acid-free mylar dust jacket. $400.00

45. Noel, Theophilus    AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND REMINISCENCES OF __________.  Chicago
1904.  349 pages.  Dornbusch II, TX(C)-1050B.  4th Texas Cavalry.  Frontis and illustrations.  “Impor-
tant because of the light it throws on Sibley’s campaign in the Southwest.” – Nevins.  First edition, fine
except for long vertical crease in spine.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

46. Park, Robert Emory    SKETCH OF THE 12TH ALABAMA INFANTRY OF BATTLE’S
BRIGADE, RHODES’ DIVISION, EARLY’S CORPS, OF THE ARMY OF NORTHERN VIR-
GINIA.  Richmond 1906.  106 pages.  Wraps.  Dornbusch II, AL(C)-40.  “Much of this unit history
consists of the author’s own and my experiences, which appeared originally in serial form in the Southern
Historical Society Papers.” – Nevins   First edition, interior clean and tight, a few small chips and tears to
the fragile wraps. The best copy we’ve offered in 51 years.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar sleeve
with an acid-free white backing sheet. $800.00

47. Pollard, Edward A.    THE LOST CAUSE: A NEW SOUTHERN HISTORY OF THE WAR OF
THE CONFEDERATES.  New York 1867.  Dornbusch III, 239.  xxxi, (1), 752 pages plus ads.  “The
first popular history of the war from the Confederate point of view…” – Civil War Books.  Full page steel
engravings with tissue guards.  A frontis engraving of Jefferson Davis, a full page engraving of R. E. Lee,
one of General Joe Johnston, plus 3 pages of multiple engravings of such luminaries as “Stonewall” Jack-
son, P. T. Beauregard, Jeb Stuart, Leonidas Polk, Wm. L. Yancey and many Confederate worthies.  First
edition, interior tight, some foxing, boards faded, spine wrinkled, rubbed, the steel engravings are not
foxed as is usually the case.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

48. Roe, Alfred S.    THE THIRTY-NINTH REGIMENT MASSACHUSETTS VOLUNTEERS
1862-1865.  Worcester, MA 1914.  493 pages.  Dornbusch I, MA-348. 39th Massachusetts Infantry.
Frontis portrait of Colonel Davis, illustrated with portraits and facsimiles on coated paper.  The 39th saw
action in the Eastern theater at Mine Run, Wilderness, Spotsylvania, North Anna, Petersburg, Weldon
Railroad, Hatcher’s Run, and Gravelly Run. First edition, interior clean and tight, a few water spots to
boards, extremities scuffed. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $125.00

49. Sherman, W. T.    MEMOIRS OF GENERAL W. T. SHERMAN WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.
New York, NY 1891.  2 Volumes.  Dornbusch II, UB-2429.  Maps. Shoulder Strap Edition, Interior
clean and tight, bookplates with offsetting to front flys, scuffed, small water spot to spine of  Volume 2.
Protected by clear mylar acid-free dust jackets. $100.00

Broadfoot Publishing Company     910-686-4816  or  bpc@ec.rr.com

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
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Broadfoot Publishing Company     910-686-4816  or  bpc@ec.rr.com

50. Sprague, Homer B.    HISTORY OF THE 13TH INFANTRY REGIMENT OF CONNECTI-
CUT VOLUNTEERS DURING THE GREAT REBELLION.  Hartford, CT 1867.  viii, [9]-353
pages.  Case, Lockwood and Company. Dornbusch I, CT-52. Union Bookshelf 88. 13th Connecticut
Infantry. “This is one of the finest Federal unit histories.  The Thirteenth Connecticut saw service with the
Nineteenth Army Corps in the Department of the Gulf and with the Army of the Shenandoah later in the
war.” – Union Bookshelf. References: CWB I, 162. “A member of that small group of superb unit
histories; excellent for events in the Trans-Mississippi theatre.” – Civil War Books.  First edition, interior
clean and tight, small black spot to outer page edges, gold stamping bright.  Protected by a clear acid-
free mylar dust jacket. $200.00

51. Stevens, C. A.    BERDAN’S UNITED STATES SHARPSHOOTERS IN THE ARMY OF
THE POTOMAC.  1861-1865.   St. Paul, MN 1892.  xxiii, 555 pages.  Privately Printed.  Dornbusch
II, 1819.  Coulter #430. Union Bookshelf 91. “An absorbingly interesting account of one of the Northern
army’s elite units. A journalist, Stevens gives an excellent narrative of events.” – UB. References: CWB
I, 162. Frontis plus 47 full page illustrations on coated paper, consisting of portraits (individual and
group), monuments, and scenes. “A superb regimental history of one of the North’s most famous com-
mands; a professional journalist, Stevens captured drama, color, and excitement.” – Civil War Books.
First edition, interior clean and tight, perforated library stamp to upper blank margin of title page, re-
bound in blue cloth with gold stamping.  Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket.

$150.00

52. Taylor, Benjamin F.  PICTURES OF LIFE IN CAMP AND FIELD.  Chicago 1884.  270 pages.
1863 Campaigns around Chattanooga.  First edition, interior clean and tight, slightly rubbed.  Protected
by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $100.00

53. Terrell, W.H.H.    INDIANA IN THE WAR OF THE REBELLION.  Indianapolis 1869.  372
pages.  First edition, water stained – mostly lightly, all pages have stains to 2/3 of surface, tips of spines
frayed. Protected by a clear acid-free mylar dust jacket. $150.00

54. Townsend, Luther T.    HISTORY OF THE SIXTEENTH REGIMENT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
VOLUNTEERS.  Washington 1897.  574 pages.  Dornbusch I, NH-67. 16th New Hampshire Infan-
try. Frontis, illustrated with 42 full page pen and ink drawings and maps. “Written from the adjutant’s
viewpoint, this full history of a year’s duty in Louisiana also contains over two-score sketches and draw-
ings.” – Civil War Books.  Service in the western theater, Port Hudson, Springfield Landing, Vicksburg,
etc. First edition, interior clean and tight, spine lettering bright.  Protected by clear acid-free mylar dust
jacket. $100.00

Terms Available –Just ask!
What “TERMS” mean at Broadfoot’s – a payment schedule that fits your needs.

No interest. No fees.  Adjustments if requested. With your credit card on file, we charge
your payment monthly.  You are only paying for your books and nothing else.

Just ask – we’re easy.

– FREE Shipping –

SOLD
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CIVIL WAR BOOKS at Reduced Prices
Thousands of books, both new and used, inexpensive and rare
plus a double aisle of $5 and $10 books; buy 5 and get one
FREE!

CIVIL WAR BOOKS – HALF-PRICE AND LESS
Aisles with shelves on each side filled with Civil War books at
half price and less.  True half-priced books from the collections
we buy each year, overstock titles, plus out-of-print books and
Broadfoot Publishing Company titles.  Many customers, deal-
ers, collectors, and libraries make frequent trips to our store—
it’s worthwhile.

CIVIL WAR & SOUTHERN MAPS & PRINTS
There are quite a number of Civil War maps and prints for sale
in Wendell.

BROADFOOT PUBLISHING COMPANY TITLES
All of our titles and sets are on display so that you may handle,
look, peruse, read and do whatever it is you wish to determine
whether a title interests you or not—there are seats for sitting so
take your time—and no one will bother you.

NORTH CAROLINA BOOKS
The Wendell store has a large selection of books about North
Carolina both in print and out of print and rare, a plus if you are
interested in the Tar Heel state.

REDUCED OUT-OF-PRINT CIVIL WAR BOOKS
A large selection of out-of-print and rare Civil War books at
reduced prices.

6624 ROBERTSON POND ROAD  •  WENDELL, NC  27591
—  15 miles east of Raleigh, NC —

Everyone who stops by says it’s a most worthwhile place to visit (and they keep coming back).

Buy Where the Dealers Buy    Same price to everyone

Broadfoot’s Bookstore is located 15 miles east of Raleigh, just off Highway 64.  If you are traveling north or south on I-95, you can
branch off and swing by the Wendell store easily—it will add only 20 extra miles and provide a welcome break—and a wander through the
rural North Carolina countryside.

If you collect books, Wendell is a worthwhile and money-saving stop.  Our 20,000 square foot store was constructed to house books–
it’s well lighted, air-conditioned and heated, and has wide aisles bordered by hundreds of feet of open shelving.  Parking, coffee and soda are
free, the bathroom is clean, and you can stay as long as you wish (in the store or in the bathroom).

 Easy to reach  Air conditioned  Well lighted  Wide aisles  Lots of free parking 
 Free coffee and drinks  Clean bathroom 

FROM THE WEST OR SOUTH
Take I-40 toward Raleigh, NC, take 440 (the Raleigh Bypass),
get off on Hwy. 64 East, go approximately 10 miles and get off at
the Wendell Boulevard Exit (Hwy. 64 Business). At the stop sign,
turn right and get in the left lane.  Go about 1 mile to the first
stoplight, turn left on Rolesville Road. In 1/2 mile, East Wake
High School will be on the right. Just past the high school turn
right on Robertson Pond Road.  Broadfoot’s Bookstore is 1 1/2
miles on the right.

FROM THE EAST OR NORTH
Take I-95 to Hwy. 64 West, go approximately 25
miles, take the Rolesville exit. At the stop sign turn
right. East Wake High School will be on your right.
Just past the high school turn right on Robertson
Pond Road. Broadfoot’s Bookstore is 1 1/2 miles on
the right.

Easy to reach from I-95 (30 minutes) and I-40 (15 minutes)
Wendell, NC – 15 minutes east of Raleigh, NC

Thousands of  books – shelved by subject – come see.
 Lots of  people do – and they keep coming back.

BROADFOOT’S BOOK STORE

WENDELL STORE – Wed. & Fri.  9-3
 Call  Jean  919-365-6963
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“Fine Books Since 1969”

Broadfoot PUBLISHINGCOMPANY
1907 Buena Vista Circle     Wilmington, NC 28411-7892

FIRST CLASS

SEPTEMBER  2019
NEWSLETTER #504

OUT OF PRINT & RARE

CIVIL WAR BOOKS

• Selling Your Collection? Give Tom a call.
910-686-4816

• Additional digital pictures by request

Free Shipping – Terms as needed
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